
 Vital Stats
Vanderbilt UniVersity’s contribUtions 
to the economic Vibrancy of tennessee



Summary
tennessee has reaped enormoUs social 
and economic benefits from Vanderbilt 
UniVersity and medical center since its 
inception 140 years ago.

these gains manifest themselves in a number of ways. first, 

direct Vanderbilt spending on capital, faculty, staff and general 

procurement ripples through the local and state economies. 

second, off-campus student spending and out-of-town visitors 

drawn to the area because of Vanderbilt inject additional money 

into local businesses. Vanderbilt also plays an important role 

in economic development, in terms of providing labor force, 

commercialization of academic research, and influencing 

the revitalization of parts of the community through the built 

environment (such as the Vanderbilt health at one hundred oaks 

development). finally, students, faculty, and staff of Vanderbilt 

provide thousands of hours of community service each year, 

enhancing health, literacy, education, culture, and overall quality 

of life in the region. While not all of these benefits are quantifiable, 

the following findings highlight Vanderbilt’s importance:

• Vanderbilt employs 25,000 faculty, staff, and medical 

professionals who teach 12,800 students and provided 

healthcare services to approximately 1.6 million tennesseans in 

its clinics and 57,000 Tennesseans in its hospitals last year.

• Vanderbilt is the largest private employer in the Nashville region 

and the second largest private employer based in the state.

• In 2012, Vanderbilt conferred 3,720 degrees and certificates. 

Since 2008, the university has awarded over 17,500 degrees.

• In 2012, Vanderbilt-related activity attracted more than    

700,000 visitors.

• Vanderbilt operations, along with student and visitor       

spending, generated an economic impact of $8.6 billion in 

economic activity, 58,000 jobs, and in excess of $3.4 billion  

in labor income. This translates into $221.6 million in tax  

revenue for the state of tennessee.
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Vanderbilt operations, along with student 

and visitor spending, generated an economic 

impact of $8.6 billion in economic activity.

700k

$8.6 billion

Source: TXP, Inc.

EconomIc ImPacT of VandErbIlT fY 2011–12
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$3,260,678,198

51,590

$198,496,368

$108,237,679
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1,657

$418,452,709

$254,722,971

$124,681,088

4,612

$8,570,018,677
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Vanderbilt UniVersity
and Medical center

constrUction spending stUdent and Visitor total

Vanderbilt-related activity attracted more 

than 700,000 visitors.

$830 million
the total value of charity care, community 

benefits, and other unrecovered costs provided 

by Vanderbilt exceeded $830 million. 

58,000
the increase in regional economic activity 

supported almost 58,000 total jobs with 

labor income in excess of $3.4 billion.
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Vanderbilt is the largest 
private employer in  
the Nashville area and 
the second largest 
private employer based 
in the state.

Out-of-town visitors 
help support  
cultural institutions 
and entertainment 
attractions that 
improve the quality  
of life for local 
residents who do  
not directly interact 
with Vanderbilt.
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Introduction
Vanderbilt UniVersity, located in nashVille, tennessee, is a priVate 
research UniVersity and medical center offering a fUll-range of 
UndergradUate, gradUate and professional degrees.

by gaining knowledge, improving technical skills, and 

commanding a higher salary when entering the job market. in 

Spring 2012, more than 3,700 students earned undergraduate, 

graduate, or professional degrees.

Vanderbilt University medical center also plays an important 

role in improving tennessee’s overall quality of life and economic 

vitality beyond its direct role in the economy. in fiscal year 

2011–12, for example, the total value of charity care, community 

benefits, and other unrecovered costs provided by Vanderbilt 

exceeded $830 million.

a wide variety of visitors, including prospective students, 

parents, graduates, sport fans, and business leaders, travel 

to nashville to take advantage of conferences, alumni events, 

sporting events, and medical services. out-of-town visitors help 

support cultural institutions and entertainment attractions that 

improve the quality of life for local residents who do not directly 

interact with Vanderbilt.

the purpose of this assessment is to quantify the total annual 

economic and tax revenue impact of Vanderbilt. building 

upon existing studies and datasets, this analysis highlights the 

importance of Vanderbilt in terms of jobs, wages, and taxes for 

fiscal year 2011–12.

Founded in 1873, the school offers an invigorating atmosphere 

where students tailor their education to meet their goals and 

researchers collaborate to solve complex questions affecting 

health, culture and society.

currently, Vanderbilt has an annual enrollment of approximately 

6,800 undergraduate and 6,000 graduate and professional 

students. consistently among the top-ranked universities in the 

nation, Vanderbilt draws students from all 50 states and more 

than 90 countries. Vanderbilt undergraduates can pursue one or 

more of 70 majors in four undergraduate schools and colleges: 

the college of arts and science, the school of engineering, 

peabody college of education and human development, and the 

blair school of music. a robust set of graduate programs are also 

offered by the undergraduate schools and colleges. Vanderbilt 

has six graduate and professional schools, including the divinity 

school, graduate school, law school, school of medicine, school 

of nursing, and owen graduate school of management.

as an independent, privately supported university employing 

almost 4,000- full and part-time faculty and 21,000 full- and 

part-time staff, Vanderbilt is the largest private employer in the 

nashville area and the second largest private employer based in 

the state. not only do Vanderbilt operations have a significant 

economic impact, but its students and graduates increase the 

state’s economic development competitiveness and productivity 
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Economic and Tax Revenue Impact 
of Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt has a strong impact on the economy, as the operations 
of the school sUpport thoUsands of direct and indirect jobs.

beyond these impacts, Vanderbilt plays an important role in 

economic development. faculty and staff, for example, provide 

business support and other technical services to existing firms. 

in terms of job creation, patents and business start-ups resulting 

from the commercialization of Vanderbilt academic research 

are sources of economic development throughout tennessee. 

students, faculty, and staff of Vanderbilt also provide thousands of 

hours of community service each year, enhancing health, literacy, 

education, culture, and overall quality of life.

When evaluating the economic impact of Vanderbilt, the 

challenge is to focus on core activities that are measurable, while 

not overlooking important qualitative aspects. some studies take 

a narrow approach that focuses on the operational impact of 

the institutions while other analyses include a variety of impacts 

ranging from alumni income to estimating the media value of 

collegiate sports teams. this study takes a measured approach, 

but does make some subjective decisions regarding inputs.

Vanderbilt’s impact also includes the operations of the medical 

center. With 1,019 licensed hospital beds and 2,500 faculty that 

train approximately 1,600 health care professionals per year, 

the medical center is one of the nation’s top academic health 

science centers.

Model inpUts & assUMptions

normal operations and expenditures associated with 

Vanderbilt University and Medical center — this represents the 

largest input to the economic impact model. the econometric 

model was adjusted for each institution based on the following 

inputs. each segment, for instance, has a different spending 

pattern for faculty and a different average wage level.

• Operations: expenditures related to general operations and 

plant operations and maintenance

• Payroll: salaries, wages, and fringe benefits

• Employment: faculty and staff including graduate teaching or 

research assistants

construction spending — spending on buildings and construction 

excluding equipment. this input has the greatest variation from 

year to year. Total annual construction spending in the 2008–09 

fiscal year surpassed $181.5 million but dropped to $86.6 million 

in fiscal year 2011–12. Despite the fluctuations associated with 

construction spending, construction spending is included because 

it generates a significant level of economic activity.

Undergraduate student & Visitor spending — enrolled students 

(graduate and undergraduate) have a positive impact on the local 

economy by supporting businesses such as restaurants, music 

venues, rental housing, and other retail establishments. because 

of Vanderbilt’s academic quality and reputation, the assumption is 

that undergraduate students likely would attend college elsewhere 

if not for the presence of Vanderbilt. because all undergraduates 

are required to live on campus, the estimated off-campus 

spending is lower than for similar universities. graduate student 

spending, however, was excluded from the analysis because it is 

difficult to separate out which students specifically moved to the 

area to attend Vanderbilt versus those students already living in 

nashville who decided to take advantage of an existing institution. 

this assumption is conservative and results in undercounting 

the economic and tax revenue impact of Vanderbilt’s graduate 

student population.

According to Vanderbilt University, more than 700,000 parents 

and families, friends, conference attendees, and fans at sporting 

events visit the area each year. out-of-town visitor counts were 

combined with the average expenditure per visitor and length-

of-stay statistics published by the nashville convention and 

Visitors bureau.
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fY 2007–2008

fY 2008–2009

fY 2009–2010

fY 2010–2011

fY 2011–2012

ToTal dIrEcT EconomIc acTIVITY rElaTEd To VandErbIlT UnIVErSITY 
($ mIllIonS)

$2,661.4

$2,875.7

$3,148.2

$3,399.3

$3,524.7

fY 2007–2008

fY 2008–2009

fY 2009–2010

fY 2010–2011

fY 2011–2012

fY 2007–2008

fY 2008–2009

fY 2009–2010

fY 2010–2011

fY 2011–2012

$175.3

$181.5

$114.9

$74.3

$86.6

$189.6

$202.5

$209.6

$213.0

$215.4

Source: Vanderbilt University, IPEdS, TXP, Inc.

Vanderbilt UniVersity 
operations

constrUction spending stUdent and Visitor
spending

Vanderbilt spent $86.6 
million on construction, 
building, and leasehold 
improvements. these 
expenditures supported 
hundreds of local jobs 
in the construction and 
building maintenance 
sector in fiscal year 
2011–2012.
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direct effects are  

changes associated with  

the immediate effects  

or final demand changes. 

spending by students  

for entertainment,  

clothing, food, etc., off 

campus while they attend 

Vanderbilt are examples of 

direct effects.

indirect effects are 

changes in backward-

linked industries caused 

by the changing input 

needs of directly affected 

industries — typically, 

additional purchases to 

produce additional output. 

satisfying the demand 

from students means that 

restaurants must purchase 

food, supplies, and other 

services. these downstream 

purchases affect the 

economic output of other 

local merchants. 

induced effects are the 

changes in regional household 

spending patterns caused by 

changes in household income 

generated from the direct 

and indirect effects. the 

restaurant owner experiences 

increased income from 

student spending, as does 

the cleaning supplies outlet. 

induced effects capture 

the way in which increased 

income is spent in the 

economy.

Economic Impact Methodology
economists Use a nUmber of statistics to describe regional 
economic actiVity.

four common measures are “output,” which describes total economic activity and is generally 

equivalent to a firm’s gross sales or top-line; “Value added,” which equals gross output of an industry 

or a sector less its intermediate inputs or purchases from other firms used in the production process; 

“labor income,” which corresponds to wages and benefits; and “employment,” which refers to jobs 

that have been created in the local economy. in an input-output analysis of new economic activity, it is 

useful to distinguish three types of expenditure effects: direct, indirect, and induced.

+ + = total iMpact

a multiplier reflects the interaction between different sectors of the economy. an output multiplier 

of 1.4, for example, means that for every $1,000 injected into the economy, all other sectors produce 

an additional $400 in output. the larger the multiplier, the greater the economic impact. since the 

majority of Vanderbilt’s activity is in the nashville area, tXp used the rims ii input-output multipliers 

produced by the U.s. bureau of economic analysis for the nashville-davidson-murfreesboro-

franklin, tn msa. this is a conservative approach, since msa multipliers tend to be lower than 

statewide figures.
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Economic Impact Results

total econoMic iMpact
The aggregate economic impact of Vanderbilt was 

approximately $8.6 billion. The increase in regional 

economic activity supported almost 58,000 total jobs 

with labor income in excess of $3.4 billion.

See full chart on page 13

fIScal YEar
2011–2012

operations
Vanderbilt had direct operating expenditures of  

$3.5 billion, including wages of $1.8 billion, and 25,000 

full- and part-time employees. The estimated total 

economic output impact related to Vanderbilt operations 

that year was approximately $8 billion. The increase in 

regional economic activity supported 51,600 total jobs 

with labor income of $3.3 billion.

See full chart on page 10

constrUction
Vanderbilt spent $86.6 million on construction, building,  

and leasehold improvements. These expenditures 

supported hundreds of local jobs in the construction and 

building maintenance sector. The estimated total economic 

output impact of Vanderbilt-related construction spending 

that year was approximately $198.5 million. The increase  

in regional economic activity supported 1,700 total jobs with 

labor income in excess of $64.1 million.

See full chart on page 11

stUdent and Visitor spending
Vanderbilt-related off-campus student and visitor 

spending was more than $215 million. The approach taken 

in this analysis was conservative, and likely undercounted 

the impact of this spending. The estimated total economic 

output impact of Vanderbilt-related student and visitor 

spending that year was approximately $418.5 million. The 

increase in regional economic activity supported 4,600 

total jobs with labor income in excess of $124.7 million.

See full chart on page 12
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Source: TXP, Inc.

VandErbIlT EconomIc ImPacT fY 2011–12: OPEratiONS

$13,787,636

$2,094,062

$142,643,711

$41,881,357

$404,694,096

$213,098,183

$310,814,760

$153,468,561

$264,847,311

$454,913,375

$943,515,054

$222,863,190

$152,538,569

$199,270,027

$1,708,942,910

$2,266,153,699

$39,331,210

$51,708,851

$138,685,642

$227,817,396

n/a

$7,953,069,600

$4,374,732

$1,223,265

$88,177,967

$20,857,749

$129,293,241

$144,014,405

$203,685,157

$85,608,169

$145,941,753

$266,549,603

$712,938,815

$152,286,791

$94,629,060

$134,415,746

$950,027,825

$1,297,953,819

$23,532,382

$33,359,876

$72,235,123

$114,841,799

$3,690,543

$4,679,637,820

$2,532,073

$637,871

$37,254,428

$18,722,927

$84,542,989

$79,767,322

$125,452,842

$67,977,756

$72,514,919

$149,797,461

$105,667,691

$123,971,840

$70,715,303

$103,646,085

$999,392,622

$1,043,895,124

$17,008,997

$18,761,748

$51,606,630

$82,404,706

$4,406,864

$3,260,678,198

51

7

224

274

1,192

860

2,913

894

913

2,117

4,526

1,330

747

2,964

8,519

19,843

478

392

1,815

1,273

256

51,590

oUtpUt ValUe added labor incoMe eMployMent

agriculture

mining

Utilities

construction

manufacturing

Wholesale trade

retail trade

Transportation and warehousing

Information

finance and insurance

real estate and rental and leasing

Professional, scientific, and technical services

management of companies/enterprises

administrative services

Educational services

Health care and social assistance

arts, entertainment, and recreation

accommodation

food services and drinking places

other services

Households

Total
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Source: TXP, Inc.

VandErbIlT EconomIc ImPacT fY 2011–12: CONStruCtiON

$259,812

$987,286

$1,740,740

$87,392,096

$19,182,786

$6,928,320

$11,284,501

$4,780,541

$5,655,241

$10,738,896

$14,757,322

$9,076,099

$2,728,026

$3,732,632

$1,039,248

$8,443,890

$892,021

$1,125,852

$3,057,121

$4,693,937

n/a

$198,496,368

$95,264

$528,284

$1,099,871

$43,596,454

$6,876,358

$4,676,616

$7,387,321

$2,450,893

$3,109,084

$6,417,356

$10,695,594

$6,010,318

$1,688,778

$2,494,195

$588,907

$5,178,919

$536,945

$727,474

$1,593,514

$2,398,931

$86,604

$108,237,679

$43,302

$251,152

$372,397

$32,467,840

$3,819,236

$2,191,081

$3,827,897

$1,584,853

$1,247,098

$2,961,857

$1,169,154

$3,931,822

$1,117,192

$1,654,136

$424,360

$3,931,822

$320,435

$337,756

$952,644

$1,437,626

$86,604

$64,130,262

51

7

224

274

1,192

860

2,913

894

913

2,117

4,526

1,330

747

2,964

8,519

19,843

478

392

1,815

1,273

256

51,590

oUtpUt ValUe added labor incoMeeMployMent

agriculture

mining

Utilities

construction

manufacturing

Wholesale trade

retail trade

Transportation and warehousing

Information

finance and insurance

real estate and rental and leasing

Professional, scientific, and technical services

management of companies/enterprises

administrative services

Educational services

Health care and social assistance

arts, entertainment, and recreation

accommodation

food services and drinking places

other services

Households

Total

2

6

5

807

90

38

143

36

28

65

63

66

15

65

15

83

15

12

55

41

8

1,657

eMployMent
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agriculture

mining

Utilities

construction

manufacturing

Wholesale trade

retail trade

Transportation and warehousing

Information

finance and insurance

real estate and rental and leasing

Professional, scientific, and technical services

management of companies/enterprises

administrative services

Educational services

Health care and social assistance

arts, entertainment, and recreation

accommodation

food services and drinking places

other services

Households

Total

Source: TXP, Inc.

VandErbIlT EconomIc ImPacT fY 2011–12: StudENt aNd ViSitOr SPENdiNg

$620,693

$110,522

$5,967,930

$2,523,612

$21,841,934

$10,955,477

$23,464,597

$9,074,615

$16,346,019

$26,635,429

$55,319,259

$14,357,383

$11,962,809

$9,955,231

$2,320,750

$18,815,993

$37,727,807

$83,753,691

$55,816,524

$10,882,434

n/a

$418,452,709

$214,302

$52,160

$3,832,049

$1,260,675

$7,174,723

$7,397,274

$15,377,224

$5,162,333

$8,799,856

$15,741,317

$37,820,882

$9,883,928

$7,422,392

$6,482,768

$1,325,887

$11,539,439

$26,183,181

$54,204,193

$29,046,486

$5,612,135

$189,765

$254,722,971

$105,502

$22,734

$1,302,091

$937,986

$3,935,714

$3,458,211

$7,967,346

$3,476,963

$3,924,801

$7,330,646

$6,924,797

$6,640,924

$4,898,310

$4,232,070

$946,800

$8,744,212

$13,905,930

$25,036,408

$17,378,544

$3,321,334

$189,765

$124,681,088

3

1

16

23

95

59

297

74

89

157

235

119

64

170

34

186

945

929

1,005

92

18

4,612

oUtpUt ValUe added labor incoMe eMployMent



3

1

16

23

95

59

297

74

89

157

235

119

64

170

34

186

945

929

1,005

92

18

4,612

eMployMent

agriculture

mining

Utilities

construction

manufacturing

Wholesale trade

retail trade

Transportation and warehousing

Information

finance and insurance

real estate and rental and leasing

Professional, scientific, and technical services

management of companies/enterprises

administrative services

Educational services

Health care and social assistance

arts, entertainment, and recreation

accommodation

food services and drinking places

other services

Households

Total

Source: TXP, Inc.

VandErbIlT EconomIc ImPacT fY 2011–12: tOtaL

$14,668,140

$3,191,869

$150,352,382

$131,797,066

$445,718,816

$230,981,980

$345,563,858

$167,323,716

$286,848,571

$492,287,700

$1,013,591,635

$246,296,672

$167,229,403

$212,957,891

$1,712,302,908

$2,293,413,583

$77,951,038

$136,588,394

$197,559,287

$243,393,766

n/a

$8,570,018,677

$4,684,298

$1,803,709

$93,109,886

$65,714,877

$143,344,322

$156,088,295

$226,449,703

$93,221,396

$157,850,692

$288,708,276

$761,455,291

$168,181,037

$103,740,230

$143,392,710

$951,942,619

$1,314,672,177

$50,252,508

$88,291,542

$102,875,123

$122,852,865

$3,966,911

$5,042,598,469

$2,680,877

$911,756

$38,928,917

$52,128,753

$92,297,940

$85,416,614

$137,248,085

$73,039,572

$77,686,817

$160,089,964

$113,761,642

$134,544,586

$76,730,804

$109,532,292

$1,000,763,781

$1,056,571,158

$31,235,362

$44,135,912

$69,937,818

$87,163,666

$4,683,233

$3,449,489,548

oUtpUt ValUe added labor incoMe

56

14

245

1,104

1,377

956

3,353

1,004

1,030

2,339

4,824

1,515

826

3,199

8,569

20,112

1,438

1,334

2,875

1,407

283

57,860

eMployMent
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State of Tennessee Tax Revenue Impact
the most compleX part of any economic impact stUdy is to 
eValUate the taX reVenUe implications in terms of retUrn on 
inVestment (roi) and net fiscal impact.
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Source: U.S. department of commerce bureau of Economic analysis and U.S. census bureau

TEnnESSEE TaX rEVEnUE aS a PErcEnT of STaTE GdP

tax reVenUe ($M)

$11,390.0

$11,538.4

$10,433.1

$10,513.8

$11,235.4

gdp ($M)

$242,220

$247,961

$244,995

$256,194

$266,527

tax reV as % gdp

4.7%

4.7%

4.3%

4.1%

4.2%

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

for a single business or industry sector, the tax revenue 

calculations are straightforward. the public sector costs such as 

those for K–12 education and public safety, however, are more 

subjective based on location, existing infrastructure, workers 

drawn to the region because of the project, and wage levels. too 

often, the tax revenue estimates are overly aggressive to show a 

positive return.

as a not-for-profit, Vanderbilt itself is not subject to state and local 

taxes. however, tax revenue does accrue from activity associated 

with the indirect and induced economic effects described and 

measured above. to provide an “order of magnitude” estimate 

for state tax revenue attributable to Vanderbilt, the analysis 

used the ratio of state government tax collections to state gdp. 

two datasets were used to derive the ratio: 1) U.s. department 

of commerce bureau of economic analysis gdp estimates 

by metropolitan area; and 2) the U.S. Census Bureau State 

government tax collections (stc) report. a brief description of 

the stc data collection methodology follows:

in this survey, “taxes” are defined as all compulsory 

contributions exacted by a government for public purposes, 

except employer and employee assessments for retirement 

and social insurance purposes, which are classified as 

insurance trust revenue. outside the scope of this collection 

are data on the unemployment compensation “taxes” 

imposed by each of the state governments. however, all 

receipts from licenses and compulsory fees, including those 

that are imposed for regulatory purposes, as well as those 

designated to provide revenue are included.

over the past five years, the average state tax revenue as a 

percent of state gdp was 4.4 percent. applying this percentage to 

total value added (or gdp) attributable to Vanderbilt’s activities, 

the state received approximately $221.6 million in tax revenue for 

fiscal year 2011–12.



Conclusion
Vanderbilt is a sUbstantial factor in the economy, as tens of 
thoUsands of tennessee Workers oWe their liVelihoods, directly 
or indirectly, to its inflUence.

however, Vanderbilt’s impact extends well beyond these calculations. traditional economic 

development has focused on attracting and retaining new production facilities or company 

headquarters. While these elements remain a crucial piece of the puzzle, other factors play an 

increasing role in the mix — namely, a highly capable workforce, innovation and entrepreneurship, 

clusters in knowledge industries, and superior quality of life. Vanderbilt makes essential, 

irreplaceable contributions to all of these factors. in sum, the principal determinant of economic 

success in a modern economy is the ability to acquire, process, and apply knowledge. Vanderbilt is 

a “factory” where this key element of the comparative advantage of the state and nation is refined, 

both in terms of preparing the future labor force and in the research that ultimately leads to new or 

improved products and services. tennessee is fortunate have such a strong asset in its economic 

development portfolio.

legal disclaiMer
TXP reserves the right to make changes, corrections, and/or improvements at any 
time and without notice. In addition, TXP disclaims any and all liability for damages 
incurred directly or indirectly as a result of errors, omissions, or discrepancies. 
TXP disclaims any liability due to errors, omissions, or discrepancies made by third 
parties whose material TXP relied on in good faith to produce the report.
any statements involving matters of opinion or estimates, whether or not so 
expressly stated, are set forth as such and not as representations of fact, and 
no representation is made that such opinions or estimates will be realized. The 
information and expressions of opinion contained herein are subject to change 
without notice, and shall not, under any circumstances, create any implications 
that there has been no change or updates.
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